
Kuali Catalog Management dynamically builds an accurate, up-to-date, accessible 
catalog directly from Kuali Curriculum Management, reducing the time spent creating 
the catalog. Additionally, Kuali Catalog Management supports accreditation 
requirements through addendums, organized historical records, multiple output types 
(i.e. HTML, PDF), and more.


Dynamically Build Catalog

Approved curriculum is used to dynamically build a 
catalog that is inclusive, requirement-ready, and 
always based on the most current data. Creating a 
catalog directly from curricula data reduces the 
time needed to develop and deploy the catalog, 
ensures the data is accurate and up-to-date and 
meets legal and accreditation requirements.

Deliver A Modern Catalog

Deliver a catalog with the modern digital 
experience students expect. Being desktop 
and mobile-friendly allow the catalog to meet 
students where they are. Global search allows 
students to easily find the information they are 
looking for. Addenda allows for the most 
up-to-date information to be published while 
maintaining the appropriate documentation.

Publish An Institutionally Branded Catalog
Simply and easily create a catalog that fits into 
your institution’s brand complete with all 
content pieces that are needed to support the 
specific student and catalog 
needs(undergraduate, graduate, etc.).

Easily Maintain Accurate Data

Keep data consistent across campus and reduce 
errors that result from duplicate, manual data entry 
through modules that consistently pull and share 
data between all connected systems. 

Stress-Free Historical Records

Catalogs are organized and easy to access within 
the intuitive platform for accreditation review, 
current student and alumni support, and internal 
assessments.

A Word From Our Partner Institution

“Not having to worry about all of the manual efforts lets me actually focus on [important] projects which 
are moving our university forward quite a bit,” said Mike O’Connor, Director of System Analytics in the 
Office of the University Registrar at SNHU.



“Catalog is awesome because it is an accurate and up-to-date representation of course offerings and 
academic policies they will have to adhere to,” said O’Connor.



“This university catalog project will lead to business process improvement across the entire university,” 
said O’Connor. “We wouldn’t have the resources to do this kind of project, at least on the curriculum side, 
if we were managing everything manually and doing all the communication that Kuali does.”
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To learn more about how you can  and with Kuali 
Catalog Management, visit  or email us at .
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